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Abstract: This paper proposes the application of multi-objective fuzzy de Novo
programming and geographic information system for highway network investment
planning. The issues ofefficiency and equity are considered in the objectives. The problem
is formulated as the de Novo program to deal with the resource desigrr of an optimal
system. Then, it is solved by the fuzzy approach for achieving compromise solutions. The
real highway network of Taiwan with its 1998's travel time survey data is built up in the
geographic information system, which is used to derive the measurement of cities'
accessibility/mobility. A real case is operated on the personal computer to demonstrate the
effectiveness of investrnent planning through the proposed method.

I.INTRODUCTION

The problem ofhighway network investment is to select link improvement or link additions
to an existing network such that social welfare is maximized. Some transportation planners
like to use the network desigrr problem (LeBlanc et al, 1986) to determine the appropriate
investrnent alternatives under budget constraint. Basically, the network design problem is
difficult to solve since two sets of decision makers with different objectives are inherently
involved : the road users are engaged in "user optimization" and the government in "system
optimization". Although some heuristic algorithms for solving network desigrr problem have
been proposed (Chang, I 992; Suwansirikul, I 987), actually we seldom use those approaches
to deal with the real case because both the demand for O-D pairs and the travel-cost function
for links are difficult to get.

This paper proposes a simple but practical method for multi-objective highway network
investment planning to deal with the issues of the efficiency and equity. Equity implies a
social or political consensus about the 'fairness' or 'justice' of the distribution of costs and
benefits of a policy or program (Dear, 1978). For the equilibrium of national development,
the equity in highway investment for areas and regions is very important. By maximizing the
accessibility/mobility of main cities in each region and simultaneously minimizing the
difference among them will be helpful to both requirements of effrciency and equity.

The accessibility/mobility of each city is represented by the travel time of its shortest path
connecting to its regional center. For practical reason, the links ofshortest paths are basically
selected to be the candidates for improvement. The given links for the substitution of the
existing shortest path are also allowed to be the candidates for improvement or addition.
Those shodest paths can be easily generated in a geographic information system (GIS).

The highway investment often requires a considerable amount of resources (e.g. labor, land,
facility, material and area for disposal). The concept of de Novo programming (Zeleny,1986;
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1995) is adopted in the proposed method, because it concerns not only the multi-objective
optimization but also the resource desigrr of an optimal system. For achieving the

compromise solutions, the fvzy progfamming approach (Zimmermarur,l9TS. Lee and Li,
1990) is operated to solve the problem.

The proposed method is tested for the case of west part of Taiwan, which covers 3 regions

and 15 areas. The real highway network of Taiwan with its 1998's travel time survey data is

built up in the geographic information system using TRANSCAD. By this method, the

number of links in network has been downsized from 1929 to 120. The Pentium 586-300 has

been used for running the real case and the proposed method has been proved to be effective.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AI\D FORMULATION

The problem is formulated as the de Novo program to deal with the resource desigrr of an

optimal system. Therefore, under the given total available budget, the resowce (i.e. labor,

land, facility, material and area for disposal) necessary to the highway network investnent
can be allocated rationally and prepared appropriately. In this chapter, we define the

objectives of this problem first. Then, the de Novo program is infoduced before we
present the formulation of the highway investnent problem.

2.1 Problem Definition

In the highway network investrnent planning, the government should consider the issues of
effrciency and equity. The efliciency is usually measured by accessibility/mobility. Equity
can be analyzed from a spatial viewpoint. In our opinion, all the main cities in the same

region should have equal accessibility/mobility for the connection with the regional center.

This aspect of intra-regional equilibrium' may support the concept of 'horizontal' equity
(Truelove, 1993)- that persons in like circumstances should be treated identically. Also
the'inter-regional equilibrium'is one of govemment's goals for national development.

In our problem, the optimization of accessibility/mobility, the 'intra-regional equilibrium'
and'inter-regional equilibrium'are defined as objective (l)-(3) respectively.

Objective (1):

'^-J-2,-,+4

Obiective (2):

(o,- In.,l
[ /eSPu )

Objective (3):

'^#14(-'- ,8 ,'' 
.'-+,4(o'-,;l ')J'

o'- ,?rdi")--;4(*'-
Notation:
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sPu; in region i, the shortest path connecting the main city,/ to its regional center
77r: current total havel time along ,SP,
7,: saved travel time along link / while it is improved

(7,:ff -f,r:T;-qlSl)
f": current travel time along link /
fr: forecast travel time alonglink /while it is improved
Q: length of link /
S,r: forecast travel speed along link / while it is improved
x,: decision variable for the improvement of link /

( x, : l, iflink / is selected
= o, otherwise)

N,: number of cities in region i
N: number of regions in the problem

The objective (l) is to minimize the average travel time from all the main cities to their
regional center. The objective (2) is to minimize the difference of accessibility/mobility
among cities in the same region. The objective (3) is to minimize the difference of
accessibility/mobility irmong regions.

The accessibility/mobility of each city is represented by the travel time of its shortest path
connecting to its regional center. Basically, the links ofshortest paths are treated to be the
candidates for improvement. Also, the given links for the substitution of the existing
shortest path may become the candidates for improvement or addition.

For the estimation of the saved travel time by the improvement of a link, we need the
forecast travel speed along the link to derive its forecast travel time. On account of
deriving demand for highway improvement, we suggest use the speed value while the flow
is near the capacity of the link.

2.2De Novo Program

Multi-objective decision problems have been studied by many researchers. Most of these
investigations concentrated on the optimization of a given system with resource constraints,
while de Novo programming deals with the resource design of an optimal system. In general,
a de Novo progr:rm with multiple objectives can be formulated as

(Pl) mu<2,: fr*,k= 1,2,...,t
j=l

min Il,: tr*,s = t,2,...,r
j=l

subject to

t"X - bi {Q, i=7,2, "', m
j=l

i.p,b, =aH'
j=l

Xj _0, j: 1,2, ..., n
whereX,,b,aredecisionvariablesforprojectsandresourcesrespectively,p, representsthe
price ofresource i, B is the total available budget.
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Note that f ,r, =lr represents the unit cost of project j. Using l, , problern (Pl) can

i=l

be reformulated as

(P2) naxzh: LrO,k=1,2,...,1
j=r

min 14,= ZC,X, s = 1,2,...,r
j=l

subject to

fnx:,
j=l

The ideal solution
independently and

represented bY
1* = (2,*, Z2*,

Although this ideal solution is generally infeasible, we still would like to achieve it if the

constraints or resources could be adjuited. This is especially true in practical situations

where the only real constraint is the total budget. Then, a metaoptimal problem can be

constructed as follows:

(P3) uin n =f ,tX
j=l

Subject to

ZcxZ Zr*,k:1,2,...,1
j=l

i
1Lc'X S w,*,s= 1,2,...,r
j=t

Xi Z 0,i:1,2, "',n

zeleny (1986,1995) has considered this problem under the special case where the number

of decision variables is equal to the number of objective functions. In this case the desired

values of the decision variables, which are most probably infeasible and which give the

optirnu- of all the objective functions simultaneously, can be obtained by solving the

following (l+r) simultaneous equations

Lr*--21*,k=1,2,...,1
j=l

t o=w,*,s=1,2,...,r

where the equations were obtained from the constraints in Problem (P3).

Solving (5) and (6) yields B*, each xi* *4 each D,*. The B* identifies the minimum

budgetloachieve each Zr* and I/.* through'eachx,* and D,*. Since B*28, the optimal-

path ratio for achieving the ideal performance I* for a given budget level 'B is defined as

r*=B / B*, and the optimal system desiga is :

Vi, j,k Xi= r*Xi*,b7r* b,* 'Zr:r*Zr* andl/'=r*ll/'*'
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2.3 Problem Formulation In De Novo program

l"]1": the formulation of (Pl) and (p2), our highway network investment problem can be
rolTneo as:
(P4)

rn ,ll'
teSPu ))

-'+I[o 4(*,

urNfi,q4(*,-,H; ,,)

utN fi14(*' -,E 
un'' 

- *4(o*,.F"1 "))'

,E;") #r4(*,-
Subject to

i4':l,ia?"".ff' u'Pibk ( Band Elaox' ( 6t'foreacht)

.B : total budget
A, (: LPra*, ): cost needed for the improvement of link /
a*,: amount of resource & needed for the improvement of link /
P* : price of resource,t
b*: amount o.f resource ! qe-e{ed for optimal investment planning

(It is a decision variable.)

3. APPROACH TO SOLVING THE PROBLEM

For the purpose of resource desiga, we formulate the highway network investment problem
as the form of a de Novo program. However, for the general case where number of
variables is larger than number of objectives, no solution has been proposed in Zeleny's
approach. Fortunately, based on Zimmermann's fuzzy programming approach(197g), Lee
and Li (1990) proposed a methodology to deal with the general ol Noro programming
problem and it may generate compromise solutions.

!1 tyzzy programming approach, the above-mentioned ideal solution /* in (4) and anti-
ideal solution

I =(Z;,22',...,2,',W,,Wr,...,1L') e)
are used to be the reference points to define the membership functions which indicate the
degree of satisfaction for each objective. In anti-ideal solution 1 -, each element (21 or lV,-)
shows the worst possible performance under the total budget B for its'Ju;e"tire
independently and is considered as the tolerance limit for each o6jective respectiveiy. The
membership functions are defined as (8) and (9):

Yk =1,2,...,1:

P 2,(Z*)--
4= z*'

-zk-)t(zt* -z;) z;<2, szr*
Zr> Zr*

(8)

Co

[r'
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w, sw,*
- w:) w,* < w, 

=w,'
W,> W,'

The compromise-grade L which represents the degree of overall satisfaction of the system

design can be exPressed as

).=min {p z,(Zt),p,s"UY')lk:|,""1's:l' "''r\' (10)

I,J

Weonlyneedtomaximizecompromise-gradei.,sotheproblem(P2)istrarrsformedto:
(P5) Ma"x ).

Subject to

I'S|-ic'ax,- z;Y(Zk* -z;), k: 1,2'"''l
j=t

L =(w,-f 
c'xr\(w,-- w,*), s = 1,2,"',r

j=l

ftx=t
j=l

L e [0,1], Xi Z 0, j= 1,2, "',n

Bit, Biswal and Alam (lgg2) concluded that the fuzzy programmqq alsorithm is a good

method to find " "orripio#t" 
solution for all types of multi-objective transportation

;r"bl;*. Bhattachacharla et at (1992.) also used the approach to solve a multi-criteria

i*iiiry location proUt#. Ho*"r.r, there exists a risk while following Zimmermann's

approach. tt 
" 

no.r-"o-parsatory 
;min" operator used in (10) for the problem (P5) does

nii gurr*t"" 
" 

,ron-aorninated solution. Tirerefore, Lee and Li (1990) proposed a two-

ft rr'. "ppro""h 
to sotre ttris problem, where the non-compensatory operator "min" was

used in the first phase to obtain the optimal compromise-glzde ), then a fully

compensatoiy operator "averaging" was inhoduced in the second phase @6) to find a non-

dominated totution by restricting ) tZ ), ' Vi = 1,2,"',1 + r :

(e)

(P6) Ma:r *
Subject to

). 3,1 r =(u,c$xr- 
z;)t(zL*'z;)' k= l'2'"',1

j=l

L < ), s(w,'-ic,rxr)t(w,-- w,*), s = 1,2,"',r
j=l

fex:,
j=r

,1 ,, ), e [0,1], Xi Z 0' i: l'2' ""n

According to some papers (Li,1990; Bitl9.92; Bhattacharya'l992) the fuzzy linear

programming is easy to[-" rofr"a. Aho according to the other paper (Sasaki,l995), genetic
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algorithm has been proved to be able to solve fvry goal of nonlinear frrnction with fuzzy
nonlinear constraints. It seems that the fuzzy programming is a good alternative to deal
with the multi-objective optimization design problem.

We transfer the form of our network investrnent problem for the adoption of two-phase
fuzzy programming as (P7) and (P8).

(P7)
Max i.
Subject to
L 

=(W;- 
Objective(l) )/(W; -Wt*)

^ 
S(Wr-- Objective(2) )/(W,- -Wr*)

I <(W;- Objective(3) )l(Wj- -W3*)

LyA,x, 3 B
x,:0 or l, for each /
i. e [0,1]

(P8)
Max (),+)r+21113
Subject to
L 1 ) , S(W,-- Objective(l) )l(W; -Wt+)
\ < ), S(W; - Objective(2))l(W,- -W,*)
\ 3 ), 3(W,-- Objective(3) )l(Wi- -W3*)

Z*A,x, 3 B
x,:0 or l, for each /
),2,,)r,)re[o,l]

where W,- : value of Objective(i) for the worst case
W,*: value of Objective (i) for the best case

The proposed method was applied for a real case that is described in next chapter.

4. TESTING CASE FORTHE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method is tested for the case of west part of Taiwan, which covers 3 regions
and l5 areas with l5 main cities as Table I . Three layers of polygon, link and point are built
in the geographic information system using TRANSCAD for the representation of areas,
highways and cities respectively. The real highway network of Taiwan with its 1998's travel
time survey data is stored in the highway layer as Figure 1. There are four types of highway:
National, provincial, county and connector highway. The shortest path connecting each
main city to its regional center is generated as Figure 2. By the proposed method, the number
of links in network has been downsized from 1929 to 120.

In the model, using the GIS is not necessary but is really helpful. The advantages of using the
GIS are listed as follows:
l. It's easier to generate a shortest path in a network by giving any two locations.
2. It's easier to justi$ the rationality ofthe shortest path by using different colors to display

the network in terms of the road type.
3. It's easier to check the accuracy oflink length stored in attribute database by comparing it

with the value generated automatically from geographic database.
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Considering the cost and time in developing the GIS database,

geographic data of network by using GPS (Global Positioning

during the travel time survey.

we suggest collect the
System) simultaneously

Table l. The Regions, Areas and Main Cities in the West Part of Taiwan

Region name Resional center Area name Main city of area

North Region Taipei City Keelung Keelung City
Iaioei Iaipei Citv
Iaowan Iaowan City
Hsinchu Hsinchu City
I-lan -lan City

Middle Region Taichung City Miaoli Miaoli Citv
Taichune Iaichung City
Nantou Nantou City
Chanshwa Chanehwa City
Yunlin Douliou City

South Region Iainan City Chiavi Chiavi Citv
Shinvine Shinvine City
fainan Iainan City

Kaohsiung city Kaohsiune Kaohsiune City
Pinstuns Pingtung City

Figure l. Highway Layer Figure 2. Shortest Paths with 120 links

The values of parameters in the problem formulation (P7) and (P8) are listed as follows:
A,: cost needed for the improvement of link /
(:5/km * D/ , if link / is national highway or connector
=l/km * D,, otherwise)
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D,: length of link /
S,r: forecast tavel speed along link / while it is improved
(: 80kmftr, if link / is national highway
=45km/hr, otherwise)

B : total budget (=100)

For the purpose of testing the performance of fuzzy programming approach, we may
ignore the value of a, (amount of resource t needed for thelmprovemenf of [nk t) nd i,
(price of resource /r) which are hidden in the model. when the aoand p. are given, the Di
(amount of resource /r needed for optimal investment planning) could be aeiiaea in ttre
proposed method.

The Pentium 586-300 has leerr used for process the problem solving by fuzzy programming
approach. To get the ideal solution 1* and anti-ideal solution .f, three rnoa"t Oi
minimization of objective (l)- (3) separately under the total budget were processed. We got
1*: (50.38515,277.9848,20.08455) and.I'= (56.31894, 455.318,136.?21ty.Then the fi--rst
phase and second phase of two-phase fuzzy programming were processed to derive the
compromise solutions. The summary of results is listed in Table 2.

Table2- Summary of results in Testing Case

Model Min
obiective (l)

Min
obiective (2)

Min
obiective (3)

Fuzzy programming
First phase Second phase

Budget used 98.75 99.7 99.85 94.65 99.65
Time saved 104.0683 38.79661 62.02661 82.02661 82.32Cf{
objective (l) 50.3851s 56.31894 54.20112 52.38894 52.36227
objective (2) 438.4121 217.9848 455.318 337.4441 333.24934
objective (3) t36.7271 12.93536 20.08455 55.39943 52.138

In the case, each model was run by the SOLVER of EXCEL and the computing time is less
than 8 minutes. The proposed method for the highway network investment planning tras
been proved to be effective and efficient.
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